PRESS RELEASE
TELEFÓNICA REINVENTS ITS DIGITAL HOME CONNECTIVITY
WITH THE NEW SMART WIFI 6 AMPLIFIER
•
•
•

First WiFi 6 device in the Spanish market
Works both as an access point and a repeater of the WiFi signal
Improves and increases WiFi connectivity and simplifies the installation process

Madrid, 26 of June 2020 - Telefónica has begun to roll out the Smart WiFi 6 Amplifier, a new device
which is unique in the market and which incorporates the new WiFi 6 technology (the latest WiFi
generation) and represents a further step within Telefónica’s Digital Home and smart connectivity.
This device will arrive commercially in Spain in the last quarter of the year.
The new device from the Movistar Smart WiFi family offers the best possible performance and user
experience in wireless connectivity thanks to the use of the latest WiFi technology available on the
market and its configuration of 12 internal antennas.
All this means:
•
•
•
•

Connection speeds of up to 4 Gbps (5 times faster than WiFi 5).
An improved coverage range that can be extended by more than 30%.
More efficient management of connected devices which means up to 4 times more
simultaneous data traffic on the device.
Optimisation for IoT (Internet of Things) devices, ensuring minimum power consumption in
those devices.

The Smart WiFi 6 Amplifier can function both as an access point, to create a WiFi 6 network
throughout the home to replace the existing router's WiFi signal, or as a repeater, extending the
user's WiFi connectivity to new areas of the home.
Likewise, the new device features even smarter connectivity and incorporates mechanisms that
facilitate the configuration and use of Movistar WiFi. This way, by default, it creates a single WiFi
network using the same name for all the networks in the home, both in 2.4GHz and in WiFi+ 5GHz. On
the other hand, connected as an access point to Movistar's Smart WiFi Router (HGU), it automatically
replicates its configuration, maintaining the name and password of our previous WiFi, thus facilitating
the connection of all the customer's devices. Simply connect it to the HGU and turn it on.
Moreover, with the evolution of the Smart WiFi mobile app the user will be able to simplify the startup of the Amplifier. This app facilitates the management of the devices connected to the WiFi,
allowing, among other things, to pause or resume their connectivity, or to optimise the network
according to the user's preferences. Many of these capabilities will also be available soon on Movistar
television through the Living App.
Movistar offers the option of pre-reserving the device by clicking here.
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